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46 Thorning Street, West Mackay, Qld 4740

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 4 Area: 1114 m2 Type: House

https://realsearch.com.au/46-thorning-street-west-mackay-qld-4740


$550,000

Welcome to 46 Thorning Street, West Mackay, step inside and prepare to be captivated by the transformation of this

home. Every aspect has been carefully considered and renovated to the highest standard with quality finishing's, leaving

nothing untouched. From the moment you enter, you'll be greeted by a sense of luxury and sophistication that permeates

throughout.With four bedrooms and two bathrooms, this property provides ample room for a growing family or those

who enjoy hosting guests. The spaciousness continues with two separate living areas, allowing for both relaxation and

entertainment spaces. The main bedroom is a luxurious sanctuary, featuring his and her walk-in robes and an ensuite with

a double shower, creating a private haven for relaxation and rejuvenation. All three additional bedrooms are thoughtfully

designed, equipped with air conditioning, fans, built-in wardrobes, and plush carpeting. The kitchen is a true highlight,

featuring a stunning stone benchtop, bosch dishwasher, top-of-the-line AEG appliances, including a warming drawer and

built-in microwave, and already plumbed in large fridge cavity, this culinary haven effortlessly combines style and

functionality making it a focal point of both entertaining and everyday living.The interior is enhanced with plantation

shutters, air conditioning, fans and newly installed crime-safe security screens and windows throughout creating an

elegant and timeless ambiance while providing security. Additionally, there is ample built-in storage and shelving, and

integrated vacuum system can be found throughout the property. This property offers more than just interior charm.

Outside, you'll find a delightful chlorine pool that beckons on hot summer days, providing a refreshing oasis for relaxation

and fun. The large timber deck, perfectly positioned off the kitchen, offers an inviting space for alfresco dining,

entertaining, or simply enjoying the Queensland lifestyle.The double bay powered shed with a two-car carport awning can

be accessed easily by the electric gate, this provides secure parking for up to four vehicles undercover and an additional

two other cars inside the gate. Situated on a large corner allotment of 1,114sqm, this remarkable property has been

completely renovated, ensuring a contemporary and stylish living environment with the renovations recently completed.

Don't miss the opportunity to own this stunning home in West Mackay, offering a blend of luxury, functionality, and a

convenient location, along with an abundance of space, privacy, and convenience that makes it a truly exceptional

residence you need to see for yourself.To arrange your inspection, please contact Kelsey Webb on 0407 997

021.Disclaimer: The Agent does not give any warranty as to errors or omissions, if any, in these particulars. The provided

information from the Vendor can be deemed reliable but not accurate. Any persons interested in the property should

conduct their own research.


